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Media Highlights | Contrast Boosting Lens™ 2.0
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Media Highlights | Notion NoShock
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*Outside publication group now owns SKI magazine and 
the Buyer’s Guide is the same



Media Highlights | Contrast Boosting Lens™ 2.0
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Media Highlights | Boosting our Huge Momentum
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We are Innovators
In 16 years we amassed an amount of innovation that is unique in our space.
Technology developed to deliver performance that matters.

2011

First to focus on 
maximizing 
peripheral vision, 
now 7 of our 
goggles models 
feature 
SHRED.wide™
frames

First to develop 
an alternative 
to MIPS with 
SHRED. 
Rotational 
Energy 
System™

2015

First to 
integrate 
Slytech™ slow 
recovery foams 
into helmets to 
address linear 
impacts

2012

First to 
introduce 
flexible and soft 
protection in  
snow and 
mountain bike 
gear to enhance 
comfort and 
protection

2006

First in our 
space to work 
with MIT and 
develop SHRED.
Contrast 
Boosting Lens™
technology to 
defeat flat light 

2016
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First in the 
category to 
remove all plastic 
components from 
the packaging of 
Goggles (in 2020) 
and Helmets (in 
2021)

2021

100%
Plastic Free
Packaging



The Winter Olympic & Paralympic Games provided us with the best global test opportunity of the
lens technology. Over 90% of our 50+ athletes, despite being very resistant to change, decided to
adopt it just a couple of days before the race and stuck with it. “This has to be the best lens ever
made!” was a shared comment among them.

Contrast Boosting Lens™ 2.0 | Olympic Success
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Contrast Boosting Lens™ 2.0 | Unlike Anything Else

“These goggle’s lens has to be the best ever made”

“I wore them for the first time on a snowy and wet day and I said 
to myself ‘S&@t did someone just turn the lights on?’”

“It was a flat day when I first tried them and as soon as I put them 
on I felt like the sun came out”

“The vision with these is insane! I don’t think I could ever go back 
to the goggles I bought last year. There is simply no going back 

here!”
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Contrast Boosting Lens™ 2.0 | “It’s f$$$ing amazing”

Here's what the hardgoods buyer of Cole Sport, one of the best
specialty key retailers in North America that owns 5 retail
locations in Park City, Utah, said about our Contrast Boosting
Lens™ 2.0 technology:

"I will also say, Ted was kind enough to give me a pair of next
year's gogs with that CBL 2.0 lens and I'm sold. It's f$$$ing
amazing and I put it through the test against the many goggles
I've acquired over the years. Oakley, Smith, Sweet Protection and
Giro. The last few days of skiing have proven it's the best low light
lens I've ever had on my face. I'm being serious when I say I'm
giving all my Oakley Prizm and Sweet Protection RIG goggles away.
I have no use for them anymore.They are dead to me. The CBL 2.0
has killed them."



Contrast Boosting Lens™ 2.0 | Expanding the Range of VLT%

Comparison chart between 
SHRED. CBL/CBL 2.0 with 
Oakley Prizm’s range of 
lenses.

SHRED. Contrast Boosting 
Lens™ 2.0 greatly expands 
the VLT% range of light 
conditions compared with 
traditional lenses because the 
CBL formulation enhances the 
vision in low light conditions 
and the polarizing filter takes 
away the glare coming from 
the snow in bright sun 
conditions.



New Goggle Model | Gratify

ü SHRED. CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ 2.0 / SHRED. CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ | 
Enhances image contrast and definition for all weather and light conditions.

ü SHRED.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view. 
ü SHRED. OTG | Designed to provide compatibility and comfort with prescription glasses.
ü SHRED. NODISTORTION™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal clear 

vision during altitude change.
ü SHRED. NOCLOG™ | Hydrophobic treatment on vents to reduce clogging from snow or 

water and help prevent fogging.

MSRP 180-220
BRAND NEW MODEL

• UNIVERSAL FIT

• Frameless design
• 50mm Strap (very hot right now)
• Fit derived from Amazify

• Expanded field of vision
• The model/design we were missing



New Protective Glove Model | All Mtn Lite

ALL MTN PROTECTIVE GLOVES/MITTENS LITE



Recycled Line | Keeps Expanding

BigShow Grey/Rust

BigShow Recycled

Lightning

Fog Flash

BigShow Black/Pink



Packaging | Innovation

✓ SHRED. was the first to eliminate plastic COMPLETELY from goggles’ packaging in 2020

✓ SHRED. was the first to eliminate plastic COMPLETELY from helmets’ packaging in 2021

✓ Committed to Eliminating Plastic from Packaging Everywhere Else

✓ Member of the Responsible Packaging Movement to further boost our efforts



Summary | What’s Key for 23-24
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Contrast Boosting Lens™ 2.0 - The 
“wow” experience that wins 

everyone

Gratify - The frameless design/style with 50mm 
wide strap

The innovative nature of 
SHRED.

All Mountain Lite Protective Gloves and Mittens



Thank You Very Much.  Come SHRED. With Us


